


It's a place without deadlines or demands, where you have space to breathe 
freely, live spontaneously, and unwind in style. 

CREATE YOUR PERSONAL 
SANCTUARY



Relaxed, unplugged, inspired. Tommy 
Bahama calls this living the island 

life. Whether you're designing a spa, a 
backdrop for gatherings, or your most 

intimate spaces at home, the brand 
encourages us to feel our very best.



Lunada Bay Tile is pleased to partner with Tommy Bahama to create 
a premier collection of handcrafted tiles in varying materials.

GLASS BLENDS

An exquisite collection of handcrafted glass mosaic blends 
inspired by the most exotic and untouched destinations of 

the world.

KAPA

Iconic Tommy Bahama textile prints are reinterpreted 
through concrete tiles with repeating patterns in 

embossed relief surfaces.



Nowhere in the world will you find the 
whiter-than-white, powder-soft sand that 

you will discover on the coral islands of 
Maldives.

Whether you arrive by private yacht or 
by seaplane, spacious villas perch above 
aquamarine waters. But it is the perfect 
beaches that lure travelers from the soft 

comforts into nature.

The tile blend of soft whites awakens a 
sense of spirituality and contemplation.

MALDIVES



Snow-capped mountains meet the sea in 
Kaikoura, a dramatic landscape nestled 

between the Southern Alps in New Zealand 
and the Pacific Ocean.

Known for its abundant wildlife—including 
whales, fur seals, and albatross – Kaikoura 
offers wanderers endless winding coastal 

walks for sea gazing.

This mosaic blend magically captures 
the combination of earth meeting water 
through hues of deep blue, gray-blue and 

soft white.

KAIKOURA



Australia's last untouched paradise lies in 
the azure waters of the Indian Ocean, kissed 

by the sun and caressed by fragrant trade 
winds.

Only two of the 27 islands are inhabited; the 
rest await your exploration.

Whisper-soft blues and a hint of gray-green 
make up this lustrous blend.

COCOS KEELING



KANGAROO 
ISLAND

Welcome to Australia’s Kangaroo Island 
where landscapes invite you to stop and 

gaze.

The island may be wild by nature, but 
anticipate a friendly welcome—sea lions 

greet you on pristine white beaches; koalas 
doze in lofty eucalyptus; and pelicans glide 

over shimmering waterways.

The soaring cliffs, dense forests, golden 
sand dunes and lush wetlands of the island 

are discernible in this tile blend.



Located in Turkey, this natural wonder 
is comprised of terraces and travertine 

formed by streams and hot springs.

The waters are believed to have curative 
powers and have been used as a thermal 

bath for centuries.

The tile blends reflect colors of gray stone 
and icy blue water.

 

PAMUKKALE



Breathtaking coastal views are the 
hallmarks of Twillingate Island off the coast 

of Newfoundland. 

The rock-ribbed landscape, dotted with 
forests and carpeted with soft grasses, 
overlooks steel-gray ocean waters and 
drifting icebergs—even in the summer 

months.

The glass mosaic blend echoes the look 
and feel of this majestic coastline through 
a combination of oceanic blues, cool grays, 

and seafoam whites.

TWILLINGATE



For more than a thousand years, people 
have made their home in the soft rock of 

Cappadocia, Turkey.

Erosion may have shaped the incredible 
landscape, but humans took a cue from 

Mother Nature and carved complex tunnels 
into the rock.

The natural-hued blend emulates the dry 
and rocky plateau of this World Heritage 

site.

CAPPADOCIA



Don your swimsuit and flip flops for some 
epic relaxation in Cayo Coco, a luscious 

tropical island off the coast of Cuba. 

Famous for its white-sand beaches, coral 
reefs, and aquamarine waters, this island 

paradise entices travelers with the promise 
of endless surf and sea life adventures.

The glass blend transports you to this 
getaway destination through a combination 

of whisper-soft whites, blues, aquas and 
greens.

CAYO COCO



Experience the feeling of tranquil life on 
Panama’s San Blas Islands.

The archipelago comprising 365 islands—
many uninhabited—are dotted with coconut 

palms that grow aside bright turquoise 
waters.

Pristine white beaches and crystal-clear 
seas offer the ultimate digital detox while 

you swim among the starfish.

Aqua, whites and grays emulate the look of 
this tropical destination.

SAN BLAS



Rugged and rewarding, Thailand’s Surin 
Islands are an undiscovered, remote escape 
that draw divers and snorkelers to explore 

coral reefs and sea creatures.

The national park—an archipelago of five 
islands—is only accessible by boat.

The tile’s color palette is reminiscent of 
Surin’s pristine beaches, clear bays and lush 

jungles.
 

SURIN



If it's holistic healing you’re after, look no 
further than Skyros, the most remote of the 

Greek Islands in the Aegean sea.

An island of dual personalities, the northern 
half offers a landscape of green and fertile 

densely wooded forests while the south 
contrasts with jagged coastlines and barren 

scenery.

The Skyros glass blend amplifies the beauty 
found in nature through a blend of gray, 

white, sea and sky blues, and a hint of green.

SKYROS



A remote island in the Philippine Sea, 
Aogashima is an active volcano island 
accessible only by boat or helicopter. 

Home to 200 residents and occasional 
adventurers, the island is a serene getaway 

with a sense of danger. 

The striking glass blend takes inspiration 
from sea blues, cool winds and dark 

volcanic rock. 

AOGASHIMA



AVAILABLE PATTERNS

x 4  Brick

1 x 2  Brick 1 x 4  Brick1 x 1  Offset

Vineyard ( x , 1 x 2)Zig & Zag ( x 4)



 Skyros

PamukkaleSurinSan Blas

Cappadocia

AVAILABLE BLENDS

Maldives Kaikoura

Cocos KeelingCayo Coco Kangaroo Island

Twillingate Aogashima



Zig & Zag in Cayo Coco 



Zig & Zag in Cayo Coco 



Vineyard in Cocos Keeling



Vineyard in Cocos Keeling



1 x 2 Brick in Cappadocia



1 x 2 Brick and Zig & Zag in Cappadocia



1 x 4 Brick in Skyros



1 x 4 Brick in Skyros



1 x 4 Brick in Aogashima



1 x 4 Brick in Aogashima



Zig & Zag in Cappadocia



Zig & Zag in Cappadocia



PATTERNED AFTER 
PARADISE

KAPA



Reinterpreting  Tommy Bahama's most iconic textile 
prints, Kapa architectural concrete tiles are inspired by 
elements of the exotic: sumptuous tropical fabrics, lush 
palm fronds, and waves lapping along a quiet shoreline. 

The embossed relief surfaces spark vacation daydreams 
and sanguine memories. Handcrafted in California, the 

dimensional surfaces add subtle, luxe texture to walls and 
coordinate with Tommy Bahama and Lunada Bay Tile 

glass collections.



The Kapa tradition of the Native Hawaiian people is the highest 
form of functional art. 

Bark from the wauke (paper mulberry tree) is beaten, crushed, 
and woven into fabric and exquisitely decorated for regular use 
or ceremonial significance. The art and beauty of Kapa is both 

an essential skill and a labor of love that is now often on display 
in museums but has always been made for the enrichment of 

people’s daily lives.



This softly textured, versatile tile is 
inspired by natural linen fabric.

HOMESPUN



SILVER THREAD

FAUNAMOTHER EARTH MARLIN

RAFFIATULUM MORNING DEW

COLORS



SILVER THREAD

FAUNAMOTHER EARTH MARLIN

RAFFIATULUM MORNING DEW

COLORS



Wispy pattern of fern fronds conjure 
images of a tranquil paradise.

SHANGRI-LA



A breathtaking interpretation of tropical 
foliage.

LEWA



SILVER THREAD

FAUNAMOTHER EARTH MARLIN

RAFFIATULUM MORNING DEW

COLORS



SILVER THREAD

FAUNAMOTHER EARTH MARLIN

RAFFIATULUM MORNING DEW

COLORS



Named after the heritage Tommy Bahama 
fabric of the same name, this tile emulates 

the ever changing tides.

TIDE DYE



Evokes the feeling of lush palms swaying in 
the breeze.

PALM RETREAT



SILVER THREAD

FAUNAMOTHER EARTH MARLIN

RAFFIATULUM MORNING DEW

COLORS





Lewa in Tulum



Lewa in Tulum



Tide Dye in Morning Dew



Tide Dye in Morning Dew



Palm Retreat in Marlin



Palm Retreat in Marlin



Shangri-La in Fauna



Shangri-La in Fauna





LunadaBayTile.com Scan To See The 
Entire Collection
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